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SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL  

We welcome submissions in various aspects of Risk Analysis, including but not limited to: 

1. Holistic Approaches to Risk Management: Novel strategies and frameworks that address 
risks comprehensively across different sectors. 

2. Technological Risks and Innovations: Examination of risks associated with emerging 
technologies and innovative solutions for risk mitigation. 

3. Regulatory Compliance and Governance: Analysis of the impact of regulatory frameworks on 
risk management practices and effective governance strategies. 

4. Human Centric Risk Analysis: Understanding and addressing human factors in risk analysis, 
with a focus on reducing errors and enhancing overall safety. 

5. Case Studies and best practices: Real-world case studies and best practices that highlight 
successful risk analysis implementations in diverse organizational settings. 

  SUBMISSION GUIDELINES & IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

• Manuscripts should be original, unpublished works, and not under consideration elsewhere. 
• Authors are required to follow the journal's formatting guidelines available on the website. 
• Submissions should be made through  sending the work on the required address with 

Author`s Statement 
• All submissions will undergo a rigorous peer-review process to ensure high-quality research 

publication. 
• The Publishing House of the University of Applied Sciences in Nysa adheres to rules of 

publishing ethics to prevent unfair publishing practices. Please review the guidelines at  
Publishing Ethics Guedlines. 

• We follow a strict Publication Procedure, accessible at Publication Procedure  and Review 
procedure 

• Authors, by submitting a manuscript, agree to the peer-review and anti-plagiarism 
procedures. Submitted texts must be original, and authors will sign a declaration to this 
effect. 

• Manuscripts undergo internal and external reviews, and two positive external reviews 
determine acceptance for publication. 

• Authors receive reviewers' recommendations and have an opportunity to make corrections 
before final acceptance 

• Reviews are confidential and kept on file internally at the publisher. The publication includes 
the names of the reviewers 
 

 


